My preferences:
Please rank your order of modules as 1st, 2nd or third for EACH
group of activities.
PHYSICAL

SKILL

CREATIVE

Allotment
Gardeners

Dog Trainers

School
Newspaper

Wildlife Den
Builders

Bread Chef
Cooking

Mr& Mrs
Maker

Sport &
Fitness

Construction

Clay
Modelling
Drama

Don’t forget to rank your modules for each of the three groups.

Name:

__________________

Class:

__________________

APPROACHES TO SCHOOL


Always LISTEN to other people and during your learning.



Remember to TALK at the right time—not when other people are talking or
when you should be focusing on your learning task.

My University Modules are:
Autumn 1



CARE about yourself, other people and your school.

Autumn 2



Remember to THINK about your actions and your learning.

Spring 1



Use your MANNERS in and around school .

The traffic lights will be used in school to

remind you if you are not behaving in an

acceptable way. If University time is lost then you will have the chance to correct
your actions in the first instance and earn it back. In the instance that someone
else is hurt due to your unacceptable actions, time will be lost and not earned back.

Welcome to the
University of Bradleys Both
The University of Bradleys Both runs every Friday afternoon during
term time from 1.30pm to 2.30pm.
The University of Bradleys Both is linked directly to our Positive
Behaviour Policy. Every member of our school earns their membership to our University each week for making the right choices and
approaching school appropriately. Every member of our school
community begins each week with the full hour reward which is used
each half term to complete a chosen module of fun learning.
Any unacceptable behaviour during the week will be reflected in
children losing time to attend their University of Bradleys Both
module.

Children losing time will be expected to sit out of the

activity and watch the rest of their group for the agreed period of
time.
The children will work in mixed age groups during their half termly
modules and so will develop social skills and interactions with the
other children, alongside developing and refining a new skill.
The children will be asked to choose modules that they would ideally
like to take part in. We ask that the children rank the modules
offered in order of their preference. Every consideration will be
made to try to ensure that the children are able to complete one of

Physical

Skill

Creative

Allotment Gardeners

Dog Training

School Newspaper

Investigate how things in the Learn how to train a dog and Become school journalists
garden grow. Tend to our
find out all about looking
and report half termly news.
school growing beds and
after dogs. We hope to
Work together to publish a
make Bradley scarecrows.
arrange for you to meet a
school newspaper each half
Please bring wellie boots and Vet Nurse. Fun activities to
term . Take on the roles of
old clothes to wear.
learn how dogs help people.
reporter, editor,
researcher or photographer.

Woodland Den
Builders
Learn to use natural
materials to create and build
your own den in our Woodland Wildlife Area. Take part
in Woodland Activities.
Please bring wellie boots and
old clothes to wear.

Bread Chef Cooking

Mr & Mrs Maker

Learn to bake and cook a
Create and Make something
variety of different breads
different every single week!
over the half term.
Use your artistic and
Understand the importance construction skills to create
of cooking hygienically and your weekly projects to take
working with other people. home.— just like Mr Maker
Who will win the Master
makes!
Baker award each week?
Sounds like lots of fun!

Sport Fitness

Construction

A range of health, fitness
Join in a variety of
and sporting activities . Team construction activities. What
games grouped as either
can you build with; lego,
Key Stage 1 or Key Stage 2
card, sticks, pegs or straws?
groups.
Work together to make a
School PE kit with inside and
model of Bradley village
outside footwear please

Clay
Modelling
Crafting activities using
modelling clay to explore.
Make your themed models
and decorate to take
home.

their favourite modules at some point in the year.
.

Please see the menu of 10 modules on the opposite page to choose

What will you

from. The modules have been grouped into three groups; Physical,

choose

Skill and Creative. The children should rank their choices as 1st,

to do?

2nd and 3rd within each group. Each child will then be
allocated a module to complete for each half term.
.

Drama
Lots of creativity, energy
and imagination in our
weekly drama games and
activities. Gain confidence
with taking on acting roles.

Please complete the reply sheet on the next page to
show your preferences.

